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Highlights 
 We investigated the dual visual systems hypothesis in the performance of interceptive actions. 
 Absence of advanced visual information significantly impacted on gaze behaviours and movement 
kinematics. 
 Gaze behaviours were unaffected by dissociation of advanced visual information and ball speed, 
while movement kinematics were linked to ball speed not advanced perceptual information. 
 Accurate interception requires integration of information from both kinematics of a thrower and 
ball flight trajectory. 
 
*Research Highlights
 Abstract 
The integration of separate, yet complimentary, cortical pathways appears responsible for 
visual perception and action during object interception. The ventral system is responsible for 
object recognition and identification, while the dorsal system facilitates continuous regulation 
of action. This dual-system model implies that empirically manipulating different visual 
information sources during performance of an interceptive action might lead to the 
emergence of distinct gaze and movement pattern profiles. To examine this idea, we  
recorded hand kinematics and eye movements of participants as they attempted to catch balls 
projected from a novel apparatus that synchronised or de-synchronised accompanying video 
images of a throwing action and ball trajectory. Results revealed that participants were less 
successful in catching balls as patterns of hand movements and gaze behaviours were 
constrained by the absence of advanced perceptual information of the throwing action. They 
began tracking the ball later and followed less of its trajectory, initiated their movement later 
and moved the hand faster, when perceptual information from the throwing action was 
unavailable. There were no performance differences when the throwing action image and ball 
speed were synchronised or de-synchronised since hand movements were closely linked to 
information from ball trajectory. Results provided behavioural support for the two-visual 
systems hypothesis and demonstrated that accurate interception required integration of 
advanced visual information from kinematics of the throwing action and from ball flight 
trajectory. 
 
*Abstract
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Abstract 
The integration of separate, yet complimentary, cortical pathways appears to play a role in 
visual perception and action when intercepting objects. The ventral system is responsible for 
object recognition and identification, while the dorsal system facilitates continuous regulation 
of action. This dual-system model implies that empirically manipulating different visual 
information sources during performance of an interceptive action might lead to the 
emergence of distinct gaze and movement pattern profiles. To test this idea, we recorded 
hand kinematics and eye movements of participants as they attempted to catch balls projected 
from a novel apparatus that synchronised or de-synchronised accompanying video images of 
a throwing action and ball trajectory. Results revealed that ball catching performance was 
less successful when patterns of hand movements and gaze behaviours were constrained by 
absence of advanced perceptual information from the thrower’s actions. Under these task 
constraints, participants began tracking the ball later, followed less of its trajectory, and 
adapted their actions by initiating movements later and moving the hand faster. There were 
no performance differences when the throwing action image and ball speed were 
synchronised or de-synchronised since hand movements were closely linked to information 
from ball trajectory. Results are interpreted relative to the two-visual systems hypothesis, 
demonstrating that accurate interception requires integration of advanced visual information 
from kinematics of the throwing action and from ball flight trajectory. 
Classification codes: 2323 (Visual Perception); 2330 (Motor Processes) 2340 (Cognitive 
Processes) 
Keywords: Two-visual systems, perception, dynamic interceptive actions, task constraints, 
eye movements 
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1.0 Introduction 
Performance of dynamic interceptive actions can seem deceptively simple, although they are 
inherently challenging because of restrictive spatio-temporal constraints on performance. For 
example, one-handed catching has severe spatial constraints since the optimal area for 
receiving the ball at the hand is very small - just above the palm and at the base of the 
metacarpal joints (Alderson et al., 1974). Even when the catching hand is spatially-oriented in 
line with ball flight, a major problem is the timing of the grasp action. In previous work the 
margin of error for catching a ball travelling at a moderate speed of 10 ms
-1 has been 
calculated at around ± 15 ms (Alderson et al., 1974). Because of these significant spatio-
temporal constraints, anticipatory actions must be implemented so that the maximum aperture 
of the catching hand occurs before the ball contacts the hand surface and the 
metacarpophalangeal joints be prepared for stabilisation against impact.  
These data indicated why the perception of advanced information, emerging prior to 
ball flight, is required to regulate action so that the hand reaches and grasps the ball at the 
appropriate time and place (Davids, Savelsbergh, Bennett & van der Kamp, 2002). Advanced 
information is exemplified by perception of the kinematics of an individual’s actions used to 
project a ball (e.g., with a throw, kick or a hit) towards a catcher. Interceptive actions of this 
nature have attracted the interest of researchers because they offer insights into the tight 
integration between perceptual and action systems required for successful performance. 
Attempts to explain mechanisms that underpin successful performance of interceptive actions 
have revealed, using a video-based task, the importance of early perceptual information 
(e.g., Müller, Abernethy, & Farrow, 2006) and  reliance on visual information from the target 
object for successful performance has been demonstrated in some previous research (e.g., 
Dessing, Oostwoud Wijdenes, Peper, & Beek, 2009).  
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Here we sought to integrate methodologies by using technology which allowed us 
to manipulate the relationship between early visual information and ball flight. This 
was because Van der Kamp and colleagues (2008) proposed that skilled performers can 
regulate interceptive actions by coupling them to different sources of information which 
become partially available at different times in dynamic performance contexts, such as prior 
to and after the point of ball projection. It is proposed that through this process, relatively 
skilled catchers become adept at taking advantage of the informational richness of 
environmental properties (perhaps from sources of advanced visual information from a 
thrower’s hand or from the ball in flight) to functionally adapt their interceptive behaviours. 
Van der Kamp et al. (2008) emphasised the important role of two neuro-anatomically 
separate, but integrated, cortical visual pathways that underlie processes of perception and 
action, with implications for research designs in the study of dynamic interceptive actions. 
The two visual cortical pathways, functioning in an integrated manner, have been identified 
previously by behavioural neuroscientists (see Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and 
Milner, 1992). The distinction between the systems rested in how visual information is 
utilised to regulate behaviour, under different task constraints. Perception in the ventral 
system tends to be slower, longer-lasting, and facilitates object recognition and identification, 
while the dorsal system uses instantaneous visual information for fast, continuous control of 
actions (Goodale, Jakobson, & Servos, 2000). In line with these ideas, we sought to 
investigate the presence of emergent adaptations to gaze and movement patterns during one-
handed catching performance when availability and association between advanced visual 
information from a thrower and properties of ball flight were manipulated. 
These ideas imply a complementary role for the two visual systems in an ecological 
model of anticipation in dynamic interceptive actions (Davids et al., 2002; van der Kamp et 
al., 2008). During catching performance, engagement of the two cortical visual systems may 
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occur along a continuum. Although both systems may remain active throughout a movement, 
the ventral system is primarily engaged with gaining knowledge about the performance 
environment and identifying action possibilities based on the action capabilities of an 
individual. For example, it could provide explicit perceptual recognition of an object, its 
relationship with other objects in the performance environment (location, trajectory and size, 
for example), and the individual projecting it (termed ‘vision for perception’). To 
successfully execute an interceptive action, however, the dorsal stream becomes dominant in 
the on-going control of movement (termed ‘vision for action’). It provides rapid and implicit 
information used to regulate an individual’s responses to a moving object which has been 
identified for interception.  The proposal of van der Kamp et al. (2008) has significant 
implications for the study of interceptive actions: experimental and learning designs that 
overlook the nature of the specific contributions of each cortical visual system may fail to 
capture the integrated perceptual and behavioural processes that underlie successful 
performance (see also Withagen & van der Kamp, 2010; Pinder et al., 2011). 
The dual visual systems hypothesis has important implications for understanding 
previous research involving exclusion of visual information in advance of projection or 
from the target object, through spatial and temporal occlusion methods (e.g., Savelsbergh, 
Van der Kamp, Williams, & Ward, 2005; Weissensteiner, Abernethy, Farrow, & Müller, 
2008). It is possible that these experimental designs may have inadvertently engaged only 
the ventral cortical pathway, while overlooking the contribution of the dorsal system in 
successful interception of an object. Conversely, a number of studies have recorded the 
actions of individuals as they responded to the flight of a target object (e.g., Arzamarski, 
Harrison, Hajnal, & Michaels, 2007; Mazyn, Savelsbergh, Montagne, & Lenoir, 2007). By 
occluding vision prior to the onset of ball flight these methods may have inadvertently 
engaged the dorsal system while ignoring the role of pre-flight visual information (from the 
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ventral system) in object and event perception and movement planning. Ultimately, by failing 
to design task constraints which include all sources of information that can be used by an 
individual in performing an interceptive action, some previous studies may have provided an 
incomplete understanding of how the coupling of perception and action processes regulates 
interceptive behaviours. 
To remediate this weakness in the literature, a number of recent investigations have 
implemented novel designs to empirically examine adaptive movement behaviours under 
task constraints which differ in visual information (e.g., Pinder, Davids, Renshaw, & 
Araujo, 2011; Pinder, Renshaw, & Davids, 2009; Shim, Carlton, Chow, & Chae, 2005; 
Vignais, Kulpa, Craig, & Bideau, 2010). These studies have attempted to manipulate 
ecological performance constraints that: (i) primarily engage what could be thought of as 
ventral cortical pathways (e.g., participants responding to a video image of an action without 
actually being required to catch or hit a ball); (ii) those that engage dorsal pathways (e.g., 
participants responding to a ball emerging from a projection machine without advance visual 
information being presented); and (iii), those that maintain the performance context and 
movement requirements of an actual task (e.g., participants responding to an image of a 
pitcher/bowler, while actually being required to hit a ball). The data have generally revealed 
how movement timing, especially movement initiation, is impacted by the presence or 
absence of pre-ball projection (advanced) information while characteristics of an interceptive 
movement pattern adopted by participants (e.g., movement velocity) are constrained by the 
presence or absence of information from ball trajectory after projection. For example, Shim 
and colleagues (2005) demonstrated that tennis players responded later to balls 
projected by a machine compared to a live hitter. Evidence also suggests that gaze 
behaviours are influenced by the availability of visual information and the specific task 
constraints during performance of interceptive actions (Dicks, Button, & Davids, 2010). 
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These studies have demonstrated differences in both perception and action when visual 
information changes. However, the methods used are limited in the extent to which they 
contribute to understanding the two visual systems hypothesis in interceptive actions as they 
were unable to systematically manipulate the relationship between advanced information 
(prior to ball flight initiation) and the maintenance of ball trajectory information. 
We sought to examine how the (de)synchronization of pre-release and ball flight 
information influenced performance of an interceptive timing task by comparing process 
tracing measures of performance (i.e., gaze behaviours, movement kinematics of interceptive 
actions) when different sources of visual information were available to participants through 
experimental manipulation. We used a novel technological design to compare task 
performance: a) when only ball flight information was available, b) when early perceptual 
information (i.e., movement kinematics of a standard video-projected image of a thrower) 
was synchronised with ball flight, and c), when a mismatch was created, attempting to de-
synchronise information from the movement kinematics of a thrower’s image and ball flight 
information. Specifying precise predictions based on this novel manipulation is somewhat 
difficult, but based on the conceptual framework developed by van der Kamp and colleagues 
(2008), as well as previous research, we expected to observe a number of changes in process 
tracing measures with the inclusion of early perceptual information (a vs. b and c) as well as 
the matching (b) and mismatching (c) conditions. In the presence of video footage from an 
image of the thrower we expected to observe changes in gaze behaviours (i.e., greater search 
activities) as the image would provide allocentric information (e.g., direction, location, and 
timing of ball release) regarding the required interceptive action by participants. We also 
expected to observe some kinematic differences in performance between these conditions 
because the lack of perceptual information available for the timing of ball release might 
imply that the movement would tend to be initiated later (caused by a delay in coupling hand 
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actions to ball flight information).  As a result, movements would have to be speeded up to 
overcome the initial small delay. In contrast, we expected no differences in gaze behaviours 
because the throwing speeds were purposefully chosen to be very similar (i.e., we did not 
want participants to be consciously aware of even a slight difference between speeds which 
might skew their actions). We expected that kinematic differences would be closely linked 
to ball speed as opposed to differences in video images of throwing actions (i.e., since 
catching actions rely on metrically precise, egocentric information there would be no bias on 
catching behaviour). Finally, as the timing of movement onset represents an important 
demarcation point in the relative contribution of the ventral and dorsal streams, we expected 
movement onset to be more closely tied to video speed than ball speed (i.e., movement onset 
would likely be similar across video speeds because there were few detectable differences in 
throwing action). 
2.0 Methods 
2.1 Participants 
Fourteen (N = 14; mean age: 23.4 ± 4.0 years) right-handed, males with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision volunteered to participate in the study. Participants reported no specific 
training in one-handed catching beyond normal experiences in recreational sport. Ethical 
approval was provided for the study and all participants gave their informed consent prior to 
participation. 
2.2 Apparatus 
2.2.1 Ball projection machine: A custom-built apparatus was designed that allowed us to 
interface a tennis ball projection machine (Spinfire Pro 2) with a PC (see Figure 1). Using 
customized software, the PC controlled the release of an electromechanical piston placed in 
the ball feed chute allowing the ball to be released at pre-determined points synchronised 
with a video projected image of an actor throwing the ball towards the participant’s location. 
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Photoreceptive cells placed at the point of ball release allowed us to determine the average 
delay (M = 122.9 ms, SD = 9.4 ms) associated with the ball feed and this delay was used as a 
constant to control release time on all video clips. Video images of the throwing action of an 
actor were captured from the participant’s perspective and a radar gun was used to measure 
ball speed for each recorded throw and was confirmed using video playback. For the 
experimental stimuli, thirty video images were selected that corresponded to the ball speed 
increments of the projection machine (Speed 1 (S1) M: 51.5 km/h SD: 0.8; Speed 2 (S2) M: 
55.7 km/h SD: 0.8; Speed 3 (S3) M: 59.7 km/h SD: 1.3). In total, ten video stimuli were 
created for each speed (V1, V2, V3) that matched three ball speeds (S1, S2, S3). Final Cut 
Pro (Apple Inc.) was used to edit the video clips so that the release point on all throws 
occurred at an identical spatial location and on each video clip the time-to-ball release was 
recorded. Video clips were analysed to ensure that there were no differences in the temporal 
sequencing of the throwers’ actions or durations across the varied speeds of the projected 
balls. 
*** Insert Figure 1 near here *** 
The ball projection machine was placed behind a free-standing video projection 
screen (Grandview) and aligned with a 15-cm hole cut in the surface of the screen that 
allowed the ball to pass through unimpeded. A video projector (BenQ MP776st) was placed 
in front of the screen and adjusted so that the image height of the actor on screen was 
identical to the real world value (1.78 m) and the ball release point on video was aligned with 
the hole in the projection surface. The set-up allowed time of ball release from the machine to 
be precisely synchronized with the time of ball release from the thrower’s hand in the video 
image, giving the appearance that the ball was thrown from the video image towards the 
participant. This design also allowed throwing speed and ball speed to be de-synchronised to 
examine effects on the gaze and movement kinematics of the catcher’s action. For example, 
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the video image of the actor could be shown throwing at a slow speed (V1) although the ball 
could actually be projected from the machine at a faster speed (S2 or S3). 
2.2.2 Gaze Recording: Participants performed the catching task while wearing a mobile eye 
tracking device (Mobile Eye; Applied Sciences Laboratories, Bedford, MA). The Mobile Eye 
is an unobtrusive, light weight, head-mounted, eye-tracking system that uses corneal 
reflection to measure monocular eye-line-of-gaze with respect to the field of view with a 
spatial accuracy of 0.5
o
 and a precision of 0.1
o
 of visual angle. An external camera was 
placed behind the participants to allow the coupled gaze and motor actions of participants to 
be analysed. 
2.2.3 Motion Analysis: Three Optotrak Certus position sensors (Northern Digital Inc., 
Waterloo, Canada) recorded kinematic data of the right hand (300 Hz). Three-dimensional 
trajectories were taken from infrared light emitting diodes (iRED) placed on the centre of the 
dorsal aspect of the palm (hand) and on the distal phalanx of each finger. The iRED markers 
were fixed on a tight-fitting glove allowing no significant movement of the markers relative 
to placing them directly on the skin. Motion capture was automatically triggered by the start 
of the video image presentation (i.e., initiation of the thrower’s movement). 
2.3 Procedure 
After provision of consent and a brief explanation of the experiment, participants were given 
10 trials at the slowest video speed and ball speed to become accustomed to the stimulus. The 
glove with secured iRED markers was then fitted, and the motion capture system was 
assessed to ensure range of motion of the participant’s right hand was tracked within the 
calibrated volume. Once confirmed, the mobile eye was fitted and calibrated to 5 points 
projected on to the video screen and system calibration was continually checked throughout 
the testing session. The participant was then given a further 10 practice trials to familiarize 
themselves with the equipment and to check for proper functioning and synchronization. The 
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experiment consisted of three randomized blocks of 30 randomized trials. Each block 
consisted of different video conditions: 1) no-video: ball flight was the only visual 
information available to participants (No-S1, No-S2, No-S3); 2) matching: the video image of 
the throwing action was synchronized with the speed of the projected ball (V1-S1, V2-S2, 
V3-S3); 3); mismatch: the video image of the throwing action was not synchronized with ball 
speed (V1-S2, V1-S3, V2-S1, V2-S3, V3-S1, V3-S2). On each trial the participant stood 7 m 
from the screen; when ready, a ball was fed into the ball projection machine and after a 
random interval of 0-2 s the ball was projected from the machine and the participant 
attempted to catch it with the right hand. On all trials, time of ball release was precisely 
linked to the actions of the thrower on the video image (i.e., released when the actor on the 
video image released the ball). However, in the no-video condition the projector was turned 
off. Other than being asked to attempt to catch the ball with one hand, no instructions 
were provided to the participants regarding their gaze or movement behaviour. The 
outcome was recorded by a research assistant and later confirmed on video and the process 
was repeated. Total testing time, including set-up and a 2-min break between blocks, was 35-
45 mins. None of the participants reported that wearing the equipment interfered with their 
catching actions, nor discomforted them in any way. Participants wore unobtrusive ear plugs 
to prevent the detection of acoustic information from the projection machine. 
2.4 Data Processing and Analysis  
Of 1260 trials captured across all participants, 37 (2.9%) were discarded due to technical 
faults and eye movement data from one participant could not be recorded due to calibration 
issues. The resultant data set consisted of 1222 trials (N = 14) for kinematic data and 1132 
trials (N = 13) for eye movement data. We used video analysis to confirm that ball velocity 
was significantly different (p < .001) at each of the increments used and the temporal 
sequence of the throwers actions was the same (i.e., the general pattern of movement did 
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not vary). For the motion analysis data, raw signal components (X,Y, Z) were interpolated 
with a third order polynomial. Data were then smoothed using a fourth order Butterworth 
filter (8Hz cut-off, determined through residual analysis). Movement onset (Ton) was 
calculated using movement of the hand marker relative to the start of the video projection and 
based on a threshold change of 5 ms
-2
. Maximum velocity and time to maximum velocity 
(TVMax) of the catching hand were calculated using the first order derivative of hand position; 
TVMax was calculated relative to the onset of movement. Maximum grip aperture (MGA) and 
time to MGA (TMGA) of the catching hand were calculated using the difference between 
thumb and index finger positions.  
Coupled gaze data and movement data were coded frame-by-frame using Quiet Eye 
Solutions (Quiet Eye Solutions, Inc.). Fixations and tracking behaviour were coded when the 
gaze cursor remained within 3
o
 of visual angle on a location or moving object for a minimum 
of three frames (100 ms; Vickers, 2007). Eight gaze locations were identified and used for 
all conditions: head, upper body, throwing hand, lower body, release point (ball projection 
machine hole), ball, and other. Due to the small number of fixations located on the lower 
body this location was collapsed with upper body fixation locations into a general category 
termed ‘body’. The ‘other’ category was used when the gaze fell on a location not previously 
identified (such as the screen in the no video condition) and when the gaze could not be 
coded due to inadvertent jarring movements. Fixation count was the number of fixations 
made during a single trial. Tracking latency was determined by calculating the duration 
between the time of ball release and the onset of ball tracking. Tracking duration was the 
absolute time (ms) spent tracking the ball; this measure was also expressed in tracking time 
relative to ball flight duration (% ball flight). Inter-coder reliability was determined on 20 
randomly selected trials for fixation onset, offset, and duration, number of fixations. Code-
recode reliability for three experimenters was between r = .919 and r = .970 for all variables. 
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Catching performance was analysed using a 2-way (Video condition x Ball speed) 
ANOVA with participant as a random factor. Each dependent variable was analysed 
separately using linear mixed models (LMM) with video condition, ball speed, and outcome 
as fixed factors, trial number as a repeated measure, and participant as a random factor. The 
fit of the model was adjusted by inclusion of random intercepts and slopes, changing the 
variance structure, and removing non-significant effects. Goodness of fit between models was 
compared using the Akaike Information Criterion. Post-hoc tests for significant effects were 
followed up using a Bonferroni correction. LMM provides an alternative to traditional 
statistical techniques for analysing repeated measures effects (e.g., repeated measures 
ANOVA) as it does not rely on the assumptions of parametric statistics (i.e., normality and 
homoscedasticity), is able to account for individual and group changes over time, and can 
handle unequal data sets with randomly missing values (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; 
Gueroguieva & Krystal, 2004). 
3.0 Results 
Catching accuracy was significantly affected by video condition, F(3, 39.05) = 14.42, p < 
.001, d =  2.11; 41.5% of balls were caught in the no-video condition, 55.9% were caught in 
V1, 65.1% were caught in V2, and 68.7% were caught in V3. Catching accuracy was also 
significantly affected by ball speed, F(2, 26.03) = 11.34, p < .001, d = 1.87; 67.5% were 
caught at S1, 59.1% at S2, and 46.9% at S3. 
*** Insert Table 1 near here *** 
Table 1 presents the data for each video condition at the different ball speeds. Fixation 
count was significantly affected by video condition, F(3, 668.00) = 146.00, p < .001, d = 
1.62; participants displayed fewer fixations in the no-video condition compared to all other 
conditions. There was also a significant main effect of ball speed, F(2, 964.02) = 5.66, p = 
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.004, d = 0.22; there were fewer fixations at S1 (M = 3.59) compared to S3 (M = 3.38). There 
was a significant main effect of video condition for tracking latency, F(3, 669.66) = 113.54, p 
<.001, d = 1.43; participants started tracking the ball later when no video was displayed. 
Tracking latency also occurred significantly earlier, F(1, 1031.20) = 15.58, p< .001, d = 0.25, 
when successfully catching the ball (M = 151.33 ms) compared to misses (M = 167.71 ms). 
Tracking duration was significantly influenced by video condition (Fig. 2), F(3, 654.48) = 
113.54, p < .001, d = 1.45; participants tracked less of the ball’s flight in the no-video 
condition compared to all other video conditions. Tracking duration was also significantly 
longer on catches (M = 292.44 ms), F(1, 1037.49) = 12.89, p < .001, d = 0.22, compared to 
misses (M = 274.36 ms) and significantly longer as ball speed decreased F(2, 975.96) = 
55.26, p < .001, d = 0.67. These results were reflected in the relative proportion of ball flight 
tracked. Significantly, less of the ball’s flight was tracked in the no-video condition compared 
to all other conditions F(3, 772.53) = 90.226, p < .001, d = 1.18. More of the ball’s flight was 
tracked during successful catches (M = 61.33%) compared to misses (M = 58.36%), F(1, 
1055.27) = 6.27, p = .012, d = 0.15, and more of the ball’s flight was tracked as ball speed 
decreased, F(2, 963.71) = 11.33, p < .001, d = 0.31. 
*** Insert Figure 2 near here *** 
There was a significant interaction of video condition and ball speed for Ton, F(6, 
361.18) = 7.08, p < .001, d = 0.69; in all conditions Ton occurred later in the no-video 
condition. However, there was no difference in Ton between S1-No and S1-V3 or S2-No and 
S2-V2, and Ton occurred earlier at S3-V1 than S3-V2. There was also a significant main 
effect of video condition, F(3, 396.68) = 69.10, p < .001, d = 1.45; participants moved 
earliest in V1 (M = 1186 ms) and latest when no video was displayed (M = 1320 ms). For 
maximum velocity, there was a significant main effect of video condition, F(3, 705.29) = 
14.33, p < .001, d = 0.49; participants moved their hand faster in the no-video condition. 
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There was also a significant main effect of ball speed, F(2, 1155.39) = 19.34, p < .001, d = 
0.37; participants moved their hand faster at S3. There was a significant main effect of video 
condition for TVMax, F(3, 726.54) = 167.54. p < .001, d = 1.66; TVMax occurred sooner after 
movement onset in the no-video condition. For MGA, there were significant main effects of 
video condition, F(3, 282.89) = 5.62, p = .001, d = 0.49, ball speed, F(2, 314.01) = 10.75, p < 
.001, d = 0.52, and outcome, F(1, 651.42) = 7.77, p = .005, d = 0.22. Participants used a 
wider grip aperture when no video was displayed, at faster ball speeds, and when they missed 
the ball. For TMGA, there were significant main effects of video condition, F(3, 327.56) = 
184.13, p < .001, d = 2.60, and ball speed, F(2, 412.37) = 84.37, p < .001, d = 1.28. TMGA 
occurred earlier in the no-video condition compared to all other conditions and was earlier as 
speed increased. A representative velocity profile, displaying the various video conditions at 
each ball speed, is displayed in Figure 3.  
*** Insert Figure 3 near here *** 
4.0 Discussion 
Previous theorising on vision for object perception and vision for action has indicated that 
advanced information prior to ball release and from a ball’s trajectory is essential for the 
successful performance of interceptive actions (Davids et al., 2002; van der Kamp et al., 
2008), although the relative influence that each source provides as a constraint on action is 
unknown. In this experiment we designed novel ball projection technology to assess changes 
in catchers’ hand kinematics and gaze behaviours when advanced perceptual information 
from the image of a ball thrower was available, absent, or dissociated with ball flight 
information. As predicted, when early visual information from the image of a thrower was 
present (regardless of whether the video image of the throw and actual ball speeds matched), 
there was significant increase in visual search behaviours, and the participant was able to 
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initiate their hand movement earlier, and consequently, more slowly. We also observed 
changes in ball tracking latency and duration, and width of hand aperture as a result of 
including a video image. A comparison of catching behaviours when information from ball 
flight and the images of throwing actions was synchronised or de-synchronised partially 
confirmed our hypotheses. As expected, gaze behaviour was unaffected by the disassociation, 
although tracking behaviour was influenced by ball speed. Hand kinematics were also scaled 
to ball speed and modified independent of video speed manipulations. Because participants 
were not expected to perceive any difference in images of the throwing speed, we expected to 
observe no differences in movement onset; the presence of an interaction between video 
speed and ball speed however, suggests that movement onset may be an important variable 
for analysis of the dual visual systems hypothesis. 
 These findings illustrate how the availability of visual information sources that are 
believed to underlie ventral and dorsal system function can profoundly constrain task 
performance. van der Kamp and colleagues’ (2008) ideas suggest that early visual 
information arising from kinematics from an action image (e.g., an actor throwing a ball) can 
constrain the actions of an individual by providing allocentric information that likely 
specifies the relationship between the individual and the direction, location, and size of a 
to-be-intercepted object (i.e., affordances). They also speculated that this visual information 
would be used primarily by the ventral pathway. Our results provided some support for this 
notion; in the absence of early kinematic information, participants did not have access to any 
advanced information regarding ball flight, and consequently tended to fixate primarily on 
the projection release point. Because they were unable to perceive affordances from advanced 
visual information prior to ball projection, participants had to wait until ball flight 
information was available to constrain their actions. The wait for advanced kinematic 
information delayed the time of movement onset and, as a result, led to faster movements by 
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participants as they adapted their actions to this constraint. Although the release point may 
have acted as a visual anchor in the absence of a video image it is important to note that 
these behavioural tendencies were unbiased by specific instructions from the 
experimenters concerning where to look and how to move their upper limbs. These 
observations are consistent with findings from recent research demonstrating changes in 
movement kinematics when visual information and action requirements change as task 
constraints are subtly manipulated (Pinder et al., 2011; Vignais et al., 2010). Interceptive 
actions in a performance environment typically involve an antecedent to object flight which 
can be used for affordance perception, as well as information from the flight of the projected 
object which can be used to regulate performance behaviours. The implication is that, 
occlusion-based studies which do not involve a movement component, and perception-action 
studies that do not provide early kinematic information may have failed to adequately 
capture the dynamic, emergent nature of interceptive actions under the task constraints of 
natural performance environments. 
Previous research has shown that gaze behaviours change as visual information and 
movement requirements of a task change (Dicks et al., 2010; van Doorn et al., 2009). Our 
findings are in agreement with these studies – gaze behaviours changed when advanced 
visual information from the thrower was made available. Unsurprisingly, participants were 
more likely to look at the body, head, and hand when these sources were presented in the 
video image simply because these information sources were not available in the no-video 
condition. What is unique about the present findings, however, is that they revealed how 
tracking behaviour was heavily influenced by the availability of advanced visual information 
and contributed to catching accuracy. Participants were able to begin tracking the ball early, 
tracked the ball for longer, and tracked a greater proportion of the ball’s flight when advanced 
information was available. Although tracking duration can vary between individuals (Croft, 
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Button, & Dicks, 2010), skilled performers have demonstrated longer tracking durations, 
compared to less skilled counterparts (Land & McLeod, 2000). Thus, the ability to observe 
the actions of a thrower delivering a ball provided more information for participants to track 
the ball effectively and establish a precise coupling between the flight of the ball and their 
catching actions, which may have contributed to better catching performance. Although 
additional research is necessary, changes observed in movement behaviour from 
previous studies (e.g., Pinder et al., 2011; Shim et al., 2005) may have been related to 
improved tracking ability when advanced information is available. 
This contention warrants further exploration, but it does call into question the notion 
that performance of an interceptive action is primarily linked to object trajectory (Arzamarski 
et al., 2007; Montagne, Laurent, Durey, & Bootsma, 1999). Our data do not refute that a link 
exists, rather they call into question the degree to which this coupling is enhanced by the 
availability of additional information sources prior to object flight. It is possible that this 
inconsistency may be due to the difference in ball speeds used in various studies; whereas 
previous research used speeds between 2.5-2.8 ms
-1
 our ball speed was between 13.9-16.7 
ms
-1
, more typical of natural performance contexts like sports. In framing their conceptual 
model, van der Kamp and colleagues (2008) suggested that visual search behaviour would be 
dependent on the degree of anticipation required, thus it seems that, as ball speed increases, 
the potential benefit of advanced visual information increases (Pinder et al., 2011). Given the 
link between advanced kinematic  information, tracking latency/duration, and performance, 
future research investigating the nature of this relationship could determine whether there is a 
point where ventral information no longer benefits performance and vice versa. 
 This is the first study, to our knowledge, to examine how a mismatch between 
advanced visual information and object trajectory influenced performance of an interceptive 
action. In accordance with the predictions of the two-visual systems hypothesis, we did not 
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expect, nor did we observe, any differences in gaze behaviour prior to ball release. 
Although kinematic differences in throwing may have been present, participants did not 
perceive any differences in throwing behaviour at the three different throwing speeds. It 
seems likely that they believed that they were viewing the same action and would not need 
to alter gaze behaviours.  Alternatively, it is possible that the throwing speeds selected for 
use in this study may not have been distinct enough to elicit changes in gaze behaviours, an 
issue that needs further investigation. Because the dorsal pathway is sensitive to metrically 
precise, egocentric information that scales actions to the constraints of the task we did not 
expect actions to be biased by the mismatch; in line with this idea, hand kinematics were 
scaled to ball speed irrespective of the video image speed. This observation is consistent with 
previous research demonstrating that scaling of a grasping action occurs independent of 
conscious perception, as in the Müller-Lyer illusion, when participants organised a functional 
action even though they perceived a difference in shaft length (van Doorn, Van der Kamp, de 
Wit, & Savelsbergh, 2009). Although participants in the current study did not report that they 
did not perceive the occurrence of experimental manipulations, when asked, it is possible that 
if the dissociation between advanced kinematic information and ball flight reached the level 
of conscious awareness (e.g., a participant is able to notice a difference between throwing 
actions and ball speed) we still might not expect it to bias movement control. It also 
important to acknowledge that other preparatory activity (e.g., anticipatory postural 
adjustments; Eckerle, Berg, & Ward, 2012) may have been occurring and further research is 
needed to determine how this activity may have been influenced by our manipulations and 
how movements may have been scaled to performers action capabilities.  
While there were few differences in gaze and motor behaviours in the synchronised 
and de-synchronised conditions, there was an interaction between video conditions and ball 
speed for the time of movement onset. The moment of movement initiation is of particular 
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relevance in the model proposed by Van der Kamp and colleagues (2008) because it is 
believed to represent the point in time where activity might switch from ventral to dorsal 
system regulation. Consistent with this proposition, we predicted that movement onset would 
be linked to video speed. Because participants could not perceive a difference in video speed, 
we expected there to be no difference in movement onset across conditions where the video 
image was present. Contrary to our results, however, there was an interaction between video 
speed and ball speed indicating variations in movement onset that cannot be accounted for by 
this prediction. While differences in ball speed may explain the differences observed at 
opposite ends of the spectrum (e.g., S1-V3 and S3-V1) it does not explain the effect observed 
at S2-V2. We are also unable to account for the decrease in performance observed between 
V1 and V2/V3. . We would have expected to observe no differences in performance due to 
video speed, since there is no clear and obvious theoretical rationale for this observation. 
These initial results suggest that further research with this projection technology, involving 
controlled manipulations to observe the extent that desynchronising video speed and ball 
speed influence movement control. An important challenge is to determine whether the 
performance effect observed in this study may have emerged from this particular sample of 
participants. 
5.0 Conclusion  
Novel projection technology was used to demonstrate that one-handed catching performance 
is influenced by the availability of advanced visual information. Although alternative 
theoretical explanations may account for some of our findings (e.g., movement priming: 
Hesse, de Grave, Franz, Brenner & Smeets, 2008), the results observed in this study generally 
provided behavioural support for the two-visual systems hypothesis for regulation of 
interceptive action, proposed by Van der Kamp and colleagues (2008). Analysis of 
behavioural measures meant that we could not definitively determine whether neural 
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structures involved in ventral and/or dorsal system functioning were activated. However, the 
results were consistent with theoretical predictions of their relative roles in interceptive 
actions. The novel technology (i.e., video-based projection of an object) provided a useful 
tool for manipulating the relationship between advanced information and ball flight in 
experimental work. This technology could be used in future work for a number of innovative 
designs (e.g., spatial occlusion with ball flight information maintained) to provide insight into 
perceptual and motor processes during interceptive actions at a number of different levels 
(e.g., developmental studies, expertise studies, training designs). 
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8.0 Figure Captions 
 
Fig. 1. The custom-built ball projection device and set-up. 
 
Fig. 2. Tracking duration (ms) for each video condition at the various ball speeds. 
 
Fig. 3. Representative velocity profiles for each video condition from the hand of one subject 
at each ball speed. 
 
 
Tables 
Table 1. Comparison of gaze and kinematic variables across for each video condition at each ball speed (SE). 
 S1 (51.5 km/h) S2 (55.7 km/h)  S3 (59.7 km/h) 
Gaze Variables No V1 V2 V3 No V1 V2 V3  No V1 V2 V3 
Fixation count 2.6 (0.2) 3.8 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 3.9 (0.2) 2.5 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 3.9 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2)  2.5 (0.2) 3.6 (0.2) 3.7 (0.2) 3.8 (0.2) 
Tracking latency (ms) 227 (10) 145 (10) 133 (11) 136 (12) 230 (10) 128 (11) 137 (10) 136 (12)  219 (10) 147 (11) 132 (11) 144 (10) 
Tracking duration (ms) 221 (17) 345 (17) 361 (18) 343 (18) 188 (17) 325 (18) 314 (17) 311 (18)  167 (17) 272 (18) 283 (18) 271 (18) 
% of ball flight tracked 44.6 (3.4) 68.0 (3.4) 71.6 (3.7) 68.3 (3.7) 42.3 (3.4) 67.0 (3.7) 67.4 (3.4) 65.4 (3.8)  37.6 (3.5) 61.2 (3.7) 63.8 (3.8) 61.0 (3.5) 
Kinematic Variables              
Movement onset (ms) 1296 (15) 1153 (14) 1175 (20) 1289 (20) 1343 (16) 1217 (20) 1304 (16) 1249 (20)  1321 (16) 1187 (18) 1263 (19) 1222 (16) 
Maximum velocity (m/s) 3.2 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 3.4 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 2.9 (0.2) 3.1 (0.2)  3.6 (0.2) 3.3 (0.2) 3.2 (0.2) 3.2 (0.2) 
Time to maximum velocity (ms) 153 (7) 202 (7) 206 (7) 201 (7) 152 (7) 201 (7) 203 (7) 199 (7)  151 (7) 200 (7) 205 (7) 206 (7) 
MGA (cm) 12.3 (0.4) 12.2 (0.4) 12.3 (0.4) 12.1 (0.4) 12.5 (0.4) 12.2 (0.4) 12.2 (0.4) 12.3 (0.4)  12.6 (0.4) 12.6 (0.4) 12.5 (0.4) 12.3 (0.4) 
Time to MGA (ms) 276 (12) 353 (13) 369 (13) 363 (12) 260 (12) 342 (13) 337 (13) 340 (13)  232 (13) 302 (12) 318 (13) 308 (12) 
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